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    2 rows
        where candidate_party = "CON" and url = "https://static.foxnews.com/foxnews.com/content/uploads/2020/09/North-Carolina.pdf"
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rowid
question_id
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end_date
election_date
sponsor_candidate
internal
partisan
tracking
nationwide_batch
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notes
url
stage
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pct
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                Sort...
Sort by rowid
Sort by question_id
Sort by poll_id
Sort by cycle
Sort by state
Sort by pollster_id
Sort by pollster
Sort by sponsor_ids
Sort by sponsors
Sort by display_name
Sort by pollster_rating_id
Sort by pollster_rating_name
Sort by fte_grade
Sort by sample_size
Sort by population
Sort by population_full
Sort by methodology
Sort by office_type
Sort by seat_number
Sort by seat_name
Sort by start_date
Sort by end_date
Sort by election_date
Sort by sponsor_candidate
Sort by internal
Sort by partisan
Sort by tracking
Sort by nationwide_batch
Sort by ranked_choice_reallocated
Sort by created_at
Sort by notes
Sort by url
Sort by stage
Sort by race_id
Sort by answer
Sort by candidate_id
Sort by candidate_name
Sort by candidate_party
Sort by pct
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    ✎ View and edit SQL



This data as json, copyable, CSV (advanced)
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        Advanced export

        JSON shape:
            default,
            array,
            newline-delimited
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    CREATE TABLE "president_polls" (
"question_id" INTEGER,
  "poll_id" INTEGER,
  "cycle" INTEGER,
  "state" TEXT,
  "pollster_id" INTEGER,
  "pollster" TEXT,
  "sponsor_ids" TEXT,
  "sponsors" TEXT,
  "display_name" TEXT,
  "pollster_rating_id" INTEGER,
  "pollster_rating_name" TEXT,
  "fte_grade" TEXT,
  "sample_size" INTEGER,
  "population" TEXT,
  "population_full" TEXT,
  "methodology" TEXT,
  "office_type" TEXT,
  "seat_number" INTEGER,
  "seat_name" INTEGER,
  "start_date" TEXT,
  "end_date" TEXT,
  "election_date" TEXT,
  "sponsor_candidate" TEXT,
  "internal" INTEGER,
  "partisan" TEXT,
  "tracking" TEXT,
  "nationwide_batch" INTEGER,
  "ranked_choice_reallocated" INTEGER,
  "created_at" TEXT,
  "notes" TEXT,
  "url" TEXT,
  "stage" TEXT,
  "race_id" INTEGER,
  "answer" TEXT,
  "candidate_id" INTEGER,
  "candidate_name" TEXT,
  "candidate_party" TEXT,
  "pct" REAL
);
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